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Enrollment dispute 
stalls budget decision montana
kaimin
Wednesday, Feb. 18,1981 Missoula, Mont. Vol. 83, No. 59
Tax cut collides with funding formula
By C A TH Y  KRADOLFER
Montana Kalmln Legislative Reporter
HELENA —  A dispute over 
enrollment figures for the universi­
ty system has delayed a decision 
on the system's budget until at 
least the weekend.
The Joint Appropriations Sub­
committee on Education approved 
re c o m m e n d a tio n s  fo r  
maintenance, research and public 
service allocations for the universi­
ty system and then postponed a 
decision on the rest of the budget 
until enrollment estimates could 
be determined. The subcommittee 
had planned to finish the budget 
yesterday.
Subcommittee members asked 
the legislative fiscal analyst and 
the staff in the commissioner of 
higher education's office to revise 
enrollment estimates based on 
Winter Quarter enrollment. Enroll­
ment estimates determine, to a 
large degree, the number of faculty 
the Legislature will fund as well as 
how much should be spent for staff 
in various academic departments. 
The subcommittee wants to use 
the latest enrollment figures 
available In hopes of avoiding the 
supplemental appropriations 
necessitated this biennium 
because of increased enrollment.
The commissioner's office and 
the fiscal analyst, however, could 
not agree on the estimates. The 
commissioner's office is es­
timating that 1,000 more students 
will be enrolled in the university 
system than the analyst is predic­
ting.
The reason for the differences, 
according to Curt Nichols, senior 
fiscal analyst, is that he is expec­
ting a decline in enrollment 
because of a decrease In high 
school graduates. The com­
missioner’s office is not predicting 
as much of a decline.
Nichols said that although 
Winter Quarter enrollment at the 
six units were above past 
enrollments, they still fell below his 
predictions.
Because the two offices were 
unable to come to a consensus, 
Nichols is reworking the budget to 
include money in a "contingency 
fund” for enrollment in case the 
predictions of the commissioner's 
office prove correct. The con­
tingency fund would be available 
as the schools' enrollments in­
creased and they would not be 
required to ask the Legislature for 
a supplemental appropriation in 
1983.
Of the three budget areas ap­
proved by the subcommittee 
earlier this week, the maintenance 
portion received the largest in­
crease. The subcommittee ap­
proved the fiscal analyst’s 
recorhmendation of $21 million 
plus a $2.3 million "catch-up” to 
allow the schools to take care of 
projects that have been postponed 
while money was spent in 
academic areas.
The subcommittee did not ap­
prove any “modified” or additional 
requests for maintenance projects. 
The University of Montana re­
quested $465,000 in 1981-82 for 
painting and ceiling repair in the 
Math and Psychology buildings.
While Commissioner of Higher 
Education John Richardson 
argued for the modified requests  ̂
saying they were “not frills, but 
necessary projects we just can’t
Cont. on p. 6
By C A TH Y  KRADOLFER
Montana Kaimin LagMathra Raportar
HELENA —  The first omen that 
tax cut plans may take precedence 
over increased university funding 
emerged this week in the form of 
suggested reductions in the un­
iversity system budget.
The chairman of the Joint Ap­
propriations Subcommittee on 
Education gave notice this week 
that the new funding' formula, 
which provides a 42 percent in­
crease for the biennium, is "not 
written in stone, is not even the law 
of the state and is only a guideline” 
which can be altered If the sub­
committee decides the Increase is 
too much for the taxpayers to 
swallow.
Rep. Gene Donaldson, R-Helena 
and chairman of the subcom­
mittee, suggested the committee 
consider phasing in some of the 
increases in the support area 
rather than recommending the full 
$26 million increase. That area 
includes libraries, the Office of 
Publications and Media Relations, 
student services such as the Office 
of Admissions and the Center for 
Student Development and various 
administrative offices.
While, the committee has post­
poned university budgeting (see 
related story this page), university 
officials are worried enough about 
the message coming from the 
subcommittee to mount an ardent 
lobbying campaign at the Capitol.
“We’re working very hard; I’m 
very worried,” UM President 
Richard Bowers said yesterday.
What Bowers and others say 
worries them most is the com­
mittee’s apparent willingness to 
alter parts of the formula. Bowers 
and some of the members of the 
interim legislative committee 
which devised the formula say cuts 
cannot be made in one area, such 
as support services, without 
damaging the entire formula.
The debate is over whether to 
cut specific portions or to cut a 
lump sum off the bottom line of the 
budget. What is not being debated 
is that reductions must be made if 
the Republicans want to achieve 
their goal of tax cuts and limited 
state spending.
The chairman of the Ap­
propriations Committee, Rep. Art 
Lund, R-Scobey, said the universi­
ty system budget “must be put 
together keeping the tax cuts in 
mind."
"We don’t have a specific figure 
for what should be cut, but we want
H ELENA —  A  bill that 
would require the University 
of Montana to ask for a 
zoning variance before using 
houses it owns on Beckwith 
Avenue for offices passed 
second reading in the House 
yesterday.
By a vote of 83-4, the 
House approved Missoula 
Democrat Dan Kemmis' bill 
that would require state 
agencies to comply with 
local zoning ordinances. 
There was little debate on the
the budget to be accountable,” he 
said.
House Majority Leader Harrison 
Fagg, R-Billings, echoed Lund's 
comments, saying the Committee 
must present a “ defensible 
budget” for the university system.
Donaldson and Lund both say 
parts of the formula can be altered 
and, in fact, must be.
In a tense debate before the 
subcommittee Monday, Rep. Ann 
Mary Dussault, D-Missoula, told 
Donaldson the subcommittee 
should not take the "phasing-in” 
approach in making up the budget.
"Once you start fooling around 
with the formula you’re going to be 
right back to the 19:1 situation or 
worse,” Dussault, a member of the 
interim Legislative Finance Com­
mittee, said. "You're going to set
bill. The bill, which was 
opposed by the university, 
will now go to final vote in the 
House.
The university has tried to 
use some of the buildings in 
the 600 block of East 
Beckwith Avenue for offices 
or for purposes other than 
that for which the area is 
zoned. The university has 
argued that as a state agen­
cy, it is not required under 
current law to comply with 
local zoning ordinances.
Cont. on p. 6
Beckwith bill advances
Candidates say ASUM  must get ‘house in order’
Editor's note: this is the first article 
in a three-part series on the can­
didates for ASUM president and 
vice president.
By MIKE DENNISON
Montana Kalmln Raportar
Better coordination of ASUM ’s 
finances and sprawling committee 
structure must be achieved to 
improve ASUM ’s "credibility,” ac­
cording to Greg Anderson and 
Andrew Matosich, candidates for 
ASUM president and vice presi­
dent.
"We (ASUM) must get our own 
house in order before we jump into 
the real world with a bunch of flim­
flam ideas,” Anderson, a 21-year- 
old junior in history/economics 
from Billings, said.
To  improve coordination, the 
candidates said they would de­
mand monthly reports from ASUM 
committees and ASUM-funded 
groups.
Anderson, who called ASUM’s 
current committee system "by- 
and-large ineffective," proposes 
establishing an “overnight com­
mittee” that would keep track of 
the members, meeting times and 
actions of each committee. One- 
fourth of the committees would
report each week to the oversight 
committee, thus reporting at least 
once a month. The oversight 
committee would then report to 
Central Board.
Matosich, a 17-year-old fresh­
man in the honors program major­
ing in economics/accounting, said 
he also will examine all com­
mittees to see which, if any, can be 
eliminated or restructured.
ASUM-funded student groups 
should report monthly to the 
ASUM business manager on their 
financial status, Anderson said.
Matosich added, “It’s not a 
question of whether you can be 
fiscally conservative, it’s a ques­
tion of whether you can be fiscally 
accountable.”
Both said ASUM should buy a 
computer for an in-house accoun­
ting system, to hook directly into 
the state accounting system in
Helena. Currently, all ASUM 
expenditures must be routed 
through the UM Controller’s 
Office, which relays them to 
Helena.
Anderson called this system
"ridiculous,” saying it makes it 
virtually impossible to check on 
the current financial standing of 
any part of ASUM.
Anderson said the new com­
puter would cost ASUM about 
$48,000, and would be paid off in 
three years. Each year, $14,000 in 
fees paid to the Controller’s Office 
would help pay for the computer, 
but Anderson said he did not know 
where the rest of the money would 
come from.
Another emphasis in their ad­
ministration would be better 
representation of on-campus and 
younger students, who have been 
somewhat ignored by ASUM in the 
past, Matosich said.
Referring to another presidential 
candidate, ASU M  Business 
Manager Steve Spaulding, Ander­
son said: “If I were 26 years old and 
had been here since 1972,1 would 
seriously reassess my position as 
an active student."
Anderson said he and his run­
ning mate offer “new blood” for 
ASUM in that they have some 
ASUM experience but still have 
"new ideas." Anderson has been 
on CB since last spring and 
Matosich, who lives in Elrod Hall, 
was appointed to CB early last fall. 
Both have served on several ASUM 
committees, and during high
school, Matosich was a student 
representative on the State Board 
of Education.
The candidates also said they 
would remain accessible to 
students by keeping regular office 
hours, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
"But it doesn’t stop there,” 
Matosich said, adding that CB 
members will be asked to staff at 
least two ASUM committees and 
visit with two or three student 
groups per month. ASUM officers 
and board members must make a 
conscious effort to be responsive 
to student concerns, Anderson 
said.
Anderson also said his role in 
last quarter's impeachment 
proceedings against ASUM Vice 
President Linda Lang does not 
contradict his pledge for respon­
sive government.
Anderson, one of 14 CB 
members to sign a letter asking 
Lang to resign or be impeached, 
refused to comment at that time on 
whether he had signed the letter or 
the reasons for asking Lang's 
resignation. The letter, acquired 
after the issue had been “in­
definitely tabled" on Dec. 10, cited 
Lang's alleged poor handling of 
her ASUM duties as reason for the 
resignation request.
Cont. on p. 6
GREG ANDERSON and ANDREW M ATOSICH
opinion
public forum
Protest the racist ideas Duke represents
Editor The grand wizards of ASUM Program­
ming have billed former KKK Grand Wizard 
David Duke's speech "Equal Rights for All." 
They claim Duke has changed his colors after 
he took off the white, blood-spattered cloak of 
the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
But Duke's racism has persisted from the 
time he wore a swastika armband and carried 
Hitler’s “Mein Kampf" (reported in 
Newsweek) to his recent recruitment drive in 
Alaska on behalf of his new white- 
supremacist group, the National Association 
for the Advancement of White People. Duke's 
past history is dismal and dangerous.
Just last spring, Duke went on a widely 
publicized recruitment tour in Canada for the 
Ku Klux Klan. Opposition to his racist 
recruiting was so strong that the government 
ordered him deported from Vancouver. 
Apparently, Canadians cared more about the 
rights of minorities than does ASUM 
Programming.
The Jan. 18, 1981, issue of Homer News 
(from Homer, Alaska) reports that Duke 
recently recruited an Alaskan branch of the 
NAAWP and quoted several of Duke's hate- 
filled remarks which prove that this leopard 
hasn't changed his racist spots:
"We've got to preserve the white race and 
the white heritage,” said Duke. "If we don't 
we're going to resemble some Third World 
country Instead of the United States we used 
to have. Whites don't like the gains made by 
Native groups in recent years.”
Given the current high unemployment and 
economic despair of minorities in America, 
that is paranoid nonsense. Given the recent 
increase in KKK violence and racial murders, 
that is vicious and dangerous nonsense.
Duke's opposition to "Native rights" is a 
threat to Native Americans in Montana who 
have been shamefully discriminated against 
for years. Who does Duke think are really the 
true Americans? Who does Duke think his 
precious white race stole this country from in 
the first place?
Why do we need an NAAWP to further 
advance centuries of racism? The Great 
White Race stole this country by slaughtering 
Native Americans, ran its plantations by 
enslaving blacks, ran Jim Crow segregation 
by lynching and terrorizing blacks, and even 
today exploits Indian homelands for energy 
resources and discriminates against blacks in 
housing and employment.
Just how much “Advancement of White 
People” can this country afford? Striving to 
advance an already dominant white race by 
reversing decades of civil-rights legislation 
isn't "equal rights for all” as Programming 
advertises— it's white oppression.
Those who think Duke has become more 
moderate are naive or ignorant. Duke only left 
the KKK last July and he left only after KKK 
leader Bill Wilkinson threatened to expose his 
greedy attempt to sell his membership list for 
$35,000 to the Invisible Empire of the KKK—  
the most violence-prone Klan in existence.
Have you seen the Jan. 12,1976, Newsweek 
article which shows how Duke's wife sewed a 
white KKK robe for their four-month-old 
daughter? The picture of the baby cloaked in 
a Klan uniform graphically symbolizes how 
innocent children cap be corrupted by an 
atmosphere of racial hatred.
Is that the kind of future we want for our 
children?
Have you seen the 1977 Newsweek article
titled “The Great White Hope” which shows 
Duke and his wife dressed in KKK robes, 
smiling joyously as they hold up a photo of a 
burning cross at a Klan rally?
Given the nationwide resurgence of the 
KKK and the cross burnings and racial threats 
reported at Harvard, Purdue, Kent State, 
Williams and Wesleyan universities, is that the 
kind of future we want in Missoula?
Have you read about the "border watch,” 
where Duke organized a posse of KKK 
vigilantes to patrol the California-Mexico 
border to turn back “Illegal aliens”?
Did you realize that the British government 
ordered Duke deported from England in 
March 1978, after Duke "addressed racist 
rallies from Oxford to Brighton," initiated new 
members into the KKK with cross-burning 
ceremonies and preached his white- 
supremacist slogan: “Racial purity is 
America's security.”
Duke helped set up an “Alien Watch” to 
intimidate non-white immigrants out of 
moving to England.
Given the ever-dwindling number of black 
students on the UM campus and the urgent 
need to recruit more, do we want to send 
Duke’s hostile message to future black 
students, considering UM enrollment?
Great Britain and the Canadian city of 
Vancouver decided to export Duke rather 
than import his racist message.
ASUM Programming has tainted Black 
History Month (February) by paying more 
than $2,000 to import Duke. According to 
Newsweek, “Duke picked up a typical Klan 
pamphlet and joyfully began reading a highly 
biased 'history' of the black race that purports 
to show that blacks are inferior.”
Is that the kind of “history” we want taught 
during Black History Month?
Will you sit and passively listen to a man 
who was convicted for inciting a riot at a Klan 
rally in Louisiana and who a Newsweek 
reporter said "spat out the car in disgust at the 
thought of mixed marriages."
Will your voice be silent simply because 
Duke has now adopted more subtle, 
"moderate” ways to speak out for white 
supremacy?
If you answer is a resounding ‘Nol" come to 
the U C Ballroom February 18 and let your 
opposition ring in Duke’s ears.
Protest must be non-violent and can run the 
gamut of pickets, leaflets and sit-ins.
Bring tapes of Martin Luther King's speech, 
“I Have a Dream" and play it loudly enough to 
give Duke a high-decibel earful of what 
"Equal Rights for All" really means. Stand 
silently and grimly with a charred wooden 
cross or a hangman’s noose to remind 
everyone how the Klan celebrated'“equal 
rights for all" not too long ago.
Come dressed in Duke's own former 
uniforms, wearing Nazi swastikas or white 
KKK robes and stand as a silent witness to 
expose Duke's true colors: white 
supremacist, red-neck reactionary, brown- 
shirted fascist.
Duke's message thrives on hatred and 
violence, so be peaceful and come prepared 
to laugh at him. Make jokes, ask absurd 
questions and laugh the NAAWP (the Nazi 
Association of Asinine White Prejudice) right 
out of existence.
Tarry Messman Rucker 
senior, journalism/wildlife biology 
Missoula County Jail
A last round of letters on Duke . . .
Real brainwash
Editor How can any rational being deny that 
affirmative action programs are basically racist? 
The law should and does protect minorities from 
discrimination, but it can't give them special 
privileges, because doing so would be dis­
criminatory. When a black man is accepted into 
medical school ahead of a more qualified white 
man, this is discrimination. Do white people of 
our generation owe a debt to minorities because 
they have been discriminated against by our 
forefathers? This white man says no wayl I try to 
pick my doctors by their ability (not to mention 
prices).
David Duke will probably spend some of his 
lecture time talking about affirmative action 
policies. I am sick of hearing about how Duke's 
speaking ability will brainwash me into believing 
his racist ideals. The real brainwash is coming 
from places like our own campus Black Student 
Union, which have a lot to lose from a National 
Uproar about affirmative action.
Russell Hodgson 
graduate, non-degree
Rally together
Editor When I made my decision to introduce 
David Duke, I was doing it as a Montanan —  not a 
"black former student" who, like a pawn, was 
used to "legitimize" the event. I couldn't care less 
about "legitimizing" a racist terminal case. What I 
care more about is the future of this state. We in 
Montana have gone through great social 
changes in my 14 years in this state. Great 
progress has been made on nearly every level. 
Blacks in Montana are no longer conversation 
pieces at sporting events as they were in the 
sixties or early seventies; no longer are we afraid 
of Montana's smaller communities where the 
only contact with blacks can be denied with the 
turn of a TV dial; no longer are we hesitant to hold 
the hand of someone we love in public simply 
because her hair is blonde or her eyes are blue!
However, it would be foolish and/or naive to 
suggest the struggle is over. Everywhere I look I 
still see tolerance and not acceptance. I myself 
have struggled hard to be even recognized as a 
Montana artist writing Montana music —  to be 
Andre Floyd human being and not Andre Floyd 
black former student. David Duke in Missoula is a 
concrete example. The hill is getting steeper, the 
enemy is getting slicker, and the argument is 
getting louder. The Klan isn't South against 
North. The Klan is fear and alienation, something 
no one needs any more.
Reversed discrimination is a tool Duke will use 
to frighten and alienate you. He will threaten you 
himself and make it seem as if others have made 
the threat. He is slick and articulate. Your 
common sense is a tool Duke will try to use 
against you.
I personalty will not sit back with most of the 
blacks in this community and do nothing about 
this threat. I must take the risk of my reputation 
and do what I feel is right. You can call me names 
or you can stand behind me. Solidarity does not
mean standing together in the shadows, but 
standing together in the light.
After all of this misrepresentation in the press 
as to my reasons for wanting this hot spdt, I felt I 
should say some of my heart-felt emotions. Here, 
is another one. I refuse to be used in Duke's 
national campaign as a black endorsement for 
racism in America. That is what I feel is 
happening, and it was our own newspapers that 
made these misleading assumptions. It is always 
important to stand together as a community on 
issues that affect us. It is important for us not to 
argue with each other about Duke but to stand 
together against Duke. It is important not to let 
Duke accomplish division before he even gets 
here. Division is one of the greatest 
demonstrations of weakness. Let us rally 
together. If we do, the eighties could be ours.
Andre Floyd 
Missoula
Editors note: Andre Floyd informed the Kaimin 
yesterday that he has decided not to introduce 
David Duke at tonight’s lecture.
Civil forum
Editor With a mixture of interest, anguish and 
deja vu I have listened to the debate prompted by 
David Duke's impending visit to our campus. In 
the main the quality of that debate has been 
exemplary; issues and principles that are of vital 
concern to a free people have been contested 
and clarified. There is, however, one issue that 
may warrant some additional comment; namely, 
the question of whether any person and any 
expression is or should be protected by the First 
Amendment guarantee of free speech, press and 
assembly.
The answer to the first part of that question 
(whether or not First Amendment guarantees are 
limited?) is clearly, "yes.” To  cite just one 
possibility, if the President of the Univesity had 
good reason to believe that Mr. Duke's presence 
here represented a "clear and present danger” to 
the safety of the community he would be acting 
consistently with a number of Supreme Court 
decisions (dating back to Schenck vs. U.S., 1919) 
if he took steps to cancel Duke's appearance. I 
trust that this is not relevant in the present 
circumstance since those who oppose Duke 
have rightly concluded that he warrants their 
disgust but not their physical opposition.
It is, therefore, the second part of the question 
that seems to have engaged us. Should we be 
willing to entertain any person or expression? My 
own view is that we should not. The right to 
freedom of expression is a means and not an end. 
It is a vehicle that our civil society has amended 
to its Constitution in order to enable the society 
to deliberate and discover the public will, interest 
and truth. As such freedom of speech is 
conditional upon the principles and ideals of this 
civil and democratic state. One of these prin­
ciples is the dignity —  the right to life and liberty 
—  of all the citizens who collectively constitute 
the corporate body that we call 'Th e People." It is 
an ideal more basic than the right to freedom of
speech. Unlike the latter the intrinsic worth of 
every human being in the society is not 
negotiable, not subject to compromise nor 
qualification. Not, that is, if we are to remain one 
democratic society.
When an individual —  of the Right or of the Left 
—  has by word and deed attempted to deny other 
citizens their right to life and liberty he or she has, 
in my view abrogated the right to speak in a civil 
forum. I will leave to each of you the decision of 
whether or not Mr. Duke has, by his past actions 
and present “philosophy," foregone the com­
pany and audience oj civilized men and women. 
And I leave for you to decide whether or not the 
University is a Civil Forum.
Ron Perrin
professor, political science/philosophy
An Invitation
Editor: There are many of us who are not 
interested in the event tonight. Not interested 
enough to waste energy about thinking that we 
are not attending the “lecture.” Instead, we are 
attending the alternate function at the Boar­
droom Bar on Front Street tonight at 8:00. If you 
feel similarily, please join us. It will be an all-in-all 
exchange of good feelings.
Janice Brown 
senior, journalism
Don’t go
Editor Tonight David Duke is speaking at UM. 
His appearance as a paid lecturer is an insult to 
Blacks, Jews, Catholics and women on campus. 
It is an insult to common sense and it makes a 
mockery of the notion of freedom of speech.
But, at this late hour, such diatribes are 
useless. The question now is not whether he will 
come but, rather, what concerned individuals 
should do about it. Some opponents will attend 
the lecture in the hopes of catching Duke in some 
glaring inconsistencies and thereby expose him 
and his views in their most evil incarnations. 
Others will organize a picket line, hoping to 
intimidate those who wish to attend. However I 
believe there is an obvious, effective alternative. 
DO N O T GO!
First, those of you who expect fireworks from 
Duke will surely be disappointed. Duke will be 
speaking in opposition to affirmative action. 
Many articulate civil libertarians oppose, partial­
ly or entirely, the notion that quotas should be 
established on the basis of race —  no matter how 
much a particular group has been abused in the 
past. Proponents on either side of this issue can 
cite horrible tales of injustice. There are certainly 
no easy solutions.
So Mr. Duke, in a no-doubt articulate and 
persuasive manner, will present his side of this 
issue. There will be neither histrionics nor race­
baiting. I doubt he will ever raise his voice. And 
what about hostile questions? Certainly Duke 
will be prepared for the worst. It does not take an
inordinate amount of imagination to picture the 
bassett-hound expression on his face as he 
expresses, for the umpteenth time, his regret and 
repudiation of the violent activities of the Ku klux 
Klan. I doubt that even the most ardent Klan 
haters will derive any satisfaction from this 
confrontation.
So, even if the fireworks are absent, what's the 
harm in attending? There's a hell of a lot of harm. 
By attending you will be giving David Duke and, 
yes, the Ku Klux Klan a good deal legitimacy. 
Yes, even the Klan! Why?
David Duke was an important and powerful 
member of the Klan until three years ago. He left 
the Klan for what are evidently greener pastures. 
But David Duke is controversial NOW because of 
his association with the Klan. Most of the bigots 
in the audience (and you can bet your sweet 
bippy that there will be bigots in the audience) 
have never heard of the euphemistically named 
“National Association for the Advancement of 
White People." To  most of the people In the 
audience, bigots and misguided liberals alike, 
David Duke represents the KKK. And if you 
believe otherwise, explain why there’s been such 
a big debate about the matter.
By paying to hear David Duke speak, you are 
telling the community that his views are worth 
not only being heard, but also being supported; 
that a man's past (and probable present) record 
of race-baiting is irrelevant, so long as he can 
find a legitimate issue to debate.
Our tradition of free speech requires that all 
sides of a controversial issue be aired. It does not 
require that evil men associated with even more 
evil organizations be paid to defend a particular 
position. David Duke has been a racist, and 
almost certainly is still a racist. And, tonight, in 
the minds of the citizenry, he will be representing 
one of the most odious groups in this country's 
history.
If you wish to express your abhorrence of the 
things that David Duke and the KKK stand for, 
greet Duke with the only thing that can make his 
trip here a failure: an undersized audience.
Stanley I. Grossman 
professor, mathematics
m ontuna
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
YOU MEAH, LIKE 
MARRIAGE? I  PONT 
KNOW .m EU,YOU  
THE TRUTH, ME NEV- 
ERSEEM TO GET 
AROUNPTOTALK- 
IN6 ABOUT TT.
S r M r
WELL, YOU'RE YOUNG 
STILL D C K A N D I 
LIVED TOGETHER. 
FOR 35 YEARS 
BEFORE WE GOT 
MARRIED.
Central Board
Candidates Forum 
Thursday at noon 
in U.C. Mall
Groups join to celebrate humanity
By C. L. G ILBER T
Montana Kalmln Reporter
Today is the beginning of a 
three-week-long forum on human 
rights titled “A Celebration in 
Humanity.” The forum runs 
through March 13 and is spon­
sored by the Student Action 
Center, the Black Student Union, 
the Kyi-Yo Indian Club, the 
Women’s Resource Center and 
ASUM Programming.
“This is the first time all these 
groups have ever gotten together 
on anything,” Jim Weinberg of 
SAC said. “This is a collective 
action of the people of different 
backgrounds, races and origins."
The forum begins at 1 p.m. today 
in the University Center Ballroom 
with a “Human Rights Teach-In." 
The teach-in will feature such 
speakers as Joseph Epes Brown, 
professor of religious studies; 
Judy Smith, a Missoula feminist; 
Richard Vandiver, chairman of the
sociology department, and many 
others.
There will also be readings by 
UM English Professor William 
Kittredge, -and poets-in residence 
Naomi Lazard and William Pitt 
Root. Also, "Now is the Time,” 
depicting the black experience 
through poetry will be shown.
The purpose of the forum, ac­
cording to Weinberg, is “to show 
that we can all live and work 
together.” Weinberg emphasized 
that the forum is not in "retaliation 
to David Duke but is a response to 
Duke’s claims that only white 
males can contribute to society.”
J. C. Bridges of the BSU said that 
it is an unfortunate coincidence 
that the forum begins on the same 
day Duke, ex-Grand Wizard of the 
KKK, will appear in Missoula. He 
said that today is the only day 
many of the speakers were able to 
participate.
Also as part of the celebration, a 
dance will be held tonight at 8 in
TO DAY
Meetings
°-''Wilderness Institute Advisory Committee,’11 a.m., 
U C  Montana Rooms 
Handicapped students, 3 p.m., LA 101 
Budget and Finance, 5 p.m., ASUM Conference 
Room
Central Board, 7 p.m., U C  Montana Rooms 
Lectures
Brown Bag: “Pro-choice: Defending Your Right to 
Choose," noon, UC  Montana Rooms 
Faculty Showcase Series, noon, Botany 307 
David Duke: “Equal Rights For All,” 8 p.m., UC  
Ballroom 
Miscellaneous
ASUM candidates' election forum, noon, U C  Mall 
Concerto competition, 7 p.m., MRH 
Outdoor Resource Center presentation: Sierra 
Club films, 7 p.m., U C  Lounge 
Drama production: “Arms and the Man," 8 p.m., 
UT, through Thursday
THURSDAY
Meetings
Campus/Town meeting to question ASUM can­
didates, 6 p.m., U C  Montana Rooms 
Publications Board, 6 p.m., ASUM Conference 
Room
University Community Chess Club, 7 p.m., SS 362 
Legislative informational meeting: 7 p.m., 
Brantley Hall main floor lounge, 9 p.m., Aber Hall 
11th floor lounge
Environmental Information Council Town 
Meeting on “Conservation Laws and the 1981' 
Legislature," 7:30 p.m., United Methodist Church, 
300 E. Main.
Rims
Winter Film Series: "Vanished Vikings" and 
“Shadow Catcher," 7:30 p.m., SS 356 
"The Idiot" 8 p.m., U C  Ballroom, students 50 
cents, general public $1.
Miscellaneous
Electrical Board Exams, 8 a m., UC  Montana 
Rooms
ASUM candidates’ election forum, noon, UC  Mall 
ORC Swap sale, noon, UC  Mall 
Health Forum: "Stress: Awareness and Control 
through Biofeedback,” 7:30 p.m., Kennedy Hall in 
the St. Patrick Nursing Building. 525 W. Pine
FRIDAY
Tables
National Guard 
Meetings
Aletheia, 7 a m.. ASUM Conferenc Room 
Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m., ASUM 
Conference Room 
Miscellaneous
Public School Speech and Hearing Workshop, 9 
a.m,, U C  Montana Rooms 
Student Chamber Music. 2 p.m., MRH - 
Seminar. “Women in Business Management —  
Challenges and Successes,” 2:15 p.m., WC 215 
Coffeehouse: Jim Handley, 8 p.m., UC Lounge
W ednesday —
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
LUNCHEONS
Cream of Broccoli Soup,
Ham Salad Sandwich ....................................... .............$2.50
Mushroom Quiche & Salad............................ .............$3.00
Thursday —
Split Pea Soup
Cream Cheese & Tomato Sandwich ............. .............$2.50
Bacon & Cheddar Quiche 
Friday —
Manhattan Clam Chowder ............................ .............$2.50
Tuna Sandwich
Shrimp & Green Onion Quiche 
W ednesday —  DINNERS 
Salmon Patties w/Hollandaise Sauce............. .............$6.25
Thursday —
Pork Stuffed Mushrooms ............................... .............$6.50
Friday —
Shrimp Scampi ................................................
A ll d inners served w ith  soup, choice o f salad, potato  and ro ll
A N  IN V IT A T IO N  T O  FINE D IN IN G  
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Closed Sunday 
Above the Crystal Theatre
the Boardroom Lounge down­
town. The dance will feature the 
band Cheap Cologne.
Dates for other events are to be 
announced soon.
For here we are not afraid to 
follow truth wherever it m ay lead, 
nor to tolerate error so long as 
reason is free to combat it.
— Thomas Jefferson
week in preview
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In the spirit of all peoples living 
together in one world, we invite 
the students of Missoula to 
share with us in A Celebration of 
Humanity Feb. 18-20 at The  
University of Montana Universi­
ty Center. Ta lks , Film s, 
readings, artwork, dance, and 
drama representing the con­
tributions from many diverse 
cultures will be presented. This  
is an opportunity for us to join 
together & share our visions. We 
hope you will participate. —  The 
Black Student Union, The Stu­
dent Action Center, The Kyi-Yo 
Club, ASUM Programming, The 
Women’s Resource Center.
“Human Rights Teach In” .
University Center Ballroom —  Today
Talks by Joseph Brown, Judy Smith, 
Richard Vandiver, John McQuiston and 
many others
Readings by William Kittredge, Naomi 
Lazard, William Pitt Root and many 
others — ........ ....
. Films and Slides 
Drama and Dance
The Boardroom Lounge —  Tonjght 
“Cosmopolitan Dance and Festival”
featuring ‘Cheap Cologne’ 
readings, drama and dance
ASUM >: ,
Performing ArtySeries
CHAMBER 
MUSIC SOCIETY 
OF LINCOLN 
CENTER
March 7, 1981 
UC BALLROOM 8 PM
Charles Wadsworth, Artistic Director 
A N  EVENING O F  CHAMBER MUSIC
The official performing organization of New York’s Alice 
Tully Hall since 1969, the Society blends beloved 
masterworks with challenging contemporary compositions to 
create unconventional and exciting programming. They 
perform with superlative skill and refreshing informality that 
communicates on an intimate one-to-one basis.
Montana Kaimin • Wednesday, February 18, 1981— 3
ASUM PROGRAMMING 
FOREIGN FILM FESTIVAL
Presents
T H E  ID IO T
(Japan)
Directed by Akira Kurosawa 
Starring Toshiro Mifune
THURS. FEB. 19 8:00 PM
UC BALLROOM
Students W/ID 50C General Public $1.00
Charlie, as the tramp, falls in love with a blind flower girl (Virginia Cherrill) who mistakes him 
for a rich man, and he promises to pay for her expensive eye operation. He tries being a 
street sweeper, a boxer— anything to get the needed money— and eventually succeeds by 
sheer accident! City Lights (1931) Is a beautifully expressive film (made several years after 
the advent of talkies but using only pantomime, musical accompaniment, and sound 
effects), that alternates feelings of melancholy with uproarious slapstick sequences. Some 
of the funniest scenes occur between Charlie and a millionaire drunkard (Harry Myers), a pal 
who is extravagantly generous when drunk but who fails even to recognize his friend when 
soberl Manhattan (1979) is a romantic, witty, and intelligent film that explores the difficulty 
of sustaining relationships amid the myriad distractions and easy seductions of the age. 
Woody, as Isaac Davis, is the successful writer of a tv show who has quit his job to write a 
book on "Decaying Values” and who travels back and forth among his second wife (Meryl 
Streep) who has left him for a woman; Diane Keaton, his best friend's love; and Mariel 
Hemingway, a seventeen-year-old who’s convinced she's in love with him. The soundtrack 
features the music of George Gershwin, and was shot in courageous black-and-white by 
cinematographer Gordon Willis against changing backgrounds of the Manhattan that Allen 
loves so well. Anybody who doesn't see the relationship of the closing scenes in these two 
films deserves never to find the prize in the crapkerjack box! Both films in 35mm.
W EEKDAYS— LA TE  SH O W —
“C ITY  LIG H TS” at 7:00 p.m. “M A N H A TTA N ”
“M A N H ATTAN ” at 8:40 p.m. FRI. & SAT., 11:30
TjuutnJt,, thiM/
\ y f  515 SOUTH HIGGINS
M ATINEES— 4:00 p.m. 
“City Lights” Sat. & Sun.
• IN TR O D U C TO R Y REMARKS by ANNiCK SM ITH •
LOUISE BROOKS In G.W. PABST’S
PANDORA’S BOX
WITH THE LIVELY PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT 
OF BOB ATHERNI
• SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEE AT 2:00 P.M.
The Royal Lichtenstein Quarter-Ring
Sidewalk
A ll New Edition Coming:
MONDAY, MARCH 2 
12 NOON-1 P.M.
U.C. BALLROOM FREE
CB to consider funding requests
By MIKE DENNISON
Honiara K a M n  Baportaf
Special allocations requests 
totaling $4,800 and whether to 
place a rewritten ASUM constitu­
tion on next Wednesday's ballot 
for student approval are the 
feature attractions of tonight’s 
Central Board meeting.
Three groups are making the bid 
for the bucks: the Student Action 
Center, $2,976; the University of 
Montana Chamber Chorale, $1,- 
700; and the Rape and Violence 
Task Force, $186.
And although ASUM's special 
allocations till for this quarter has 
only $2,841 remaining, the ASUM 
Budget and Finance Committee 
has recommended that all three 
groups receive their full requests.
Special allocations requests are 
considered at the committee’s 
weekly Tuesday meetings and 
then voted on by CB the following 
week.
If CB approves the three re­
quests, the extra money will come 
from a $10,000 reserve fund set 
aside during last spring’s annual 
ASUM budgeting session, accor­
ding to ASUM Business Manager 
Steve Spaulding. The $10,000 
currently is in a state investment 
pool earning about 10 percent 
interest.
SAC ’s request is to cover an 
operating deficit from the 1979-80 
academic year. First thought to be 
about $2,600, the deficit climbed to 
$2,976 after another unpaid bill 
was discovered last week, SAC 
Director Jim Weinberg said yester­
day.
The Chamber Chorale’s request 
would help .finance its statewide 
tour in March, and the Rape and
Violence Task Force's money 
would pay for a forum on what 
courses of action a victim of rape 
or violent crime has.
The proposed new ASUM con­
stitution, unanimously endorsed 
by ASUM's Constitutional Review 
Board and presented to CB last 
week, must be passed by CB 
before appearing on the Feb. 25 
ballot for student approval.
For the proposed constitution to 
become ASUM law, 25 percent of 
the student body must vote on it 
and two-thirds of those voting 
must be in favor.
The major change between the 
proposed and present ASUM  con­
stitution is a switch of ASUM 
elections from Winter Quarter to 
Spring Quarter.
A S U M  officers  and C B  
members’ terms would begin 
Summer Quarter and expire in the 
spring, running concurrent with 
the fiscal year, rather than running 
Spring Quarter through Winter 
Quarter.
Greg Anderson, a CB member 
who helped author the proposed 
constitution, said these new terms 
would allow experienced board 
members to conduct ASUM ’s 
annual spring budgeting session. 
As it stands now, new board 
members elected in winter con­
duct spring budgeting.
A  controversial presidential veto 
power over C B  actions, earlier 
written into the rewrite, has been 
deleted by CRB. Anderson said the 
constitution would probably pass 
CB.
Deciding on the $4,800 in special 
allocations requests is not the only 
monetary task currently facing CB 
—  it also must find $14,000 to 
shave from summer budget re­
quests, which were heard at the 
Feb. 11 meeting.
Six groups testified before the 
board last week, and their budgets 
will be determined at C B ’s March 4 
meeting.
About $34,000 has been re­
quested, and only $20,000 is 
available. Spaulding said Feb. 11 
that executive recommendations 
for the summer budgets would be 
ready that night, but because of 
the large difference between re­
quests and available money, the 
executive committee wanted more 
time.
Spaulding said yesterday he 
hoped the recommendations 
would be finished by the end of this 
week.
He also said the committee had 
not planned to dip into the $10,000 
reserve fund for summer budgets, 
but "let's not rule it out,” he said.
The six groups and their re­
quests:
• Wilderness Institute, $11,293, 
to help finance summer studies.
»  Leisure Services, $10,586, for 
its summer sporting and recrea­
tion activities.
• ASUM  Programming, $5,955, 
for summer programming events.
• Montana Kaimin, $4,568, to 
fund its weekly summer student 
newspaper.
• Women’s Resource Center, 
$975, for a summer newsletter, 
various workshops and speakers.
• Dance Ensemble, $612, to 
finance accompanists for a 
summer dance workshop.
Duke’s
schedule
After months of endless 
controversy, David Duke, ex- 
Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux 
Klan and current president of 
the National Association for 
the Advancement of White 
People, will appear in Mis­
soula today.
According to A SUM  
Programming, Duke will ad­
dress two sociology classes 
today, one at 9 a.m. in CP 109 
and one at 11 a.m. in LA 103.
At 3 p.m. Duke will hold a 
press conference in the Mon­
tana Rooms on the top floor 
of the University Center.
Duke will deliver his talk 
titled “Equal Rights for All?” 
at 8 p.m. in the U C  Ballroom 
and according to Rick Ryan, 
Programm ing director, 
“Duke will stay after the talk 
and talk with anyone for as 
long as anyone is willing.”
■ 3
Lula Stevenson 
Piano Studio
Former faculty member ot Whitman College, 
Eastern Washington College, American College of 
Switzerland, Cornish Institute of Allied Arts 
Central Location Call 728-5925 
For Rates, Scheduling and Information 
Welcoming A ll Levels, Adults  & Children 
M.M. in Music, Northwestern University; also studied at 
Mills College, Boston University, Columbia University, 
Royal Gollege of Music, London
Today!
Presidential, Vice-Presidential 
& Business Manager 
Candidate Forums at noon 
in the U .C . Mall
STRAITLACE
GREAT ROCK AT ROLL 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY
T O N IG H T !!
LADIES’ NIGHT 
7— 9
25$ WINE 
10$ BEER
SOMETHING SPECIAL 
EVERY NIGHT
Beneath the Acapulco
4— Montana Kaimin • Wednesday, February 18, 1981
145 W. Front
classifieds
personals
CO -O P POSITION with local bank for student who 
is interested in banking as a career. Prefer 2.5 QPA 
or above, soph or junior in business or liberal arts. 
Salary $3.35/hr., possible summer job cont. 
Deadline: Feb. 20. Contact Co-op Office. Main
Hall 125 for more info.______________  59-1
HELLO . . .  IS there anybody out there? 59-1 
REMEMBER —  REDEEM your $1.99 sandwich 
discount cards before March 1st. Save up to 33%
at Little Big Men Pizza. _______________59-2
LADIES* N IG H T —  7-9. 25C wine. 10« beer —  The 
Forum —  something special every night —  
Beneath the Acapulco —  145 W. Broadway. 59-1 
S TRAITLACE. G R EA T rock ’n* roll. The Forum, 
beneath the Acapulco. 59-3
D ISCOU NT SANDW ICH cards with every food 
purchase at Little Big Men Pizza. Save up to 33%.
______________________________________ 59-2
WOMEN IN Management* Challenges and 
Successes —  a workshop open to everyone. Dr. 
Margaret Fenn, Prof, of Management from the U  of 
Washington. Friday. Feb. 20th, 2:00-5:00. W C 215. 
No charge —  sponsored by A.S.P.A. and the Home
Ec Dept._______________________________ 59-1
SKIING is great at Schweitzer Basinl Feb. 27-March 
1 with UM Skiing. Sign up at W C 109. 58-3
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY options, call Marie 
728-3820, 728-3845, 251-2513 or Mlmi. 549-7317. 
___ ;__________________________________  47-27
BOX IN TH E  4TH ANNUAL RUGBY SMOKER. 
Feb. 25. Applications at Miller Hall Desk. For 
more info, call 728-7920. 543-8852, or 243-4355. 
___________________________  58-4
NEED A friendly ear? Come to the Student Walk-in. 
Special entrance east end of H EALTH  SERVICE. 
OPEN 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m. 
weekdays; Sat. 8 p.m.-12 a.m.; Sunday 8 p.m.-
11:30 p.m, WE CAREI_____________________44-30
TRO UBLED? LONELY? For private, completely 
confidential listening Student Walk-in. Student 
Health Service Building, Southeast Entrance. 
Weekdays 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.; 
Saturday 8 p.m.-12 a.m.; Sunday 8 p.m.-l 1:30 p.m. 
_____________________ _____________  43-30
help wanted
(2) C O -O P  POSITIONS available: Butte Silver-Bow 
Revitalization Agency needs individuals 
knowledgeable in a) historic preservation and 
downtown revitalization; b) Economics and land- 
use planning, juniors, seniors, grads. To  start July 
1, 1961; $600/mo. Deadline: Feb. 20. See Co-op 
board at C SD  hallway for specifics. Contact Co­
op Office for more info, and application, Main Hall
125._______________________________________ 59-1
W OOD CHEM ISTRY seeks work study student to 
assist with literature survey. One year college 
chemistry required. $3.75/hr. Contact Bill 
DeGroot. 59-3
C O -O P  POSITIONS: Dept, of Community Affairs, 
Helena needs late Junior or Senior level Master 
students for Pub Adm/Law (Columbia Falls), 
Design/Graphic skills (Shelby), Design/Planning 
(Dillon). $600/mo. 3-8 mo. positions. Deadline: 
Feb. 25. Contact Co-op Ed Office, Main Hall 125, 
for more info, and application. 59-1
“AR TISTS" —  W INTER A R T FAIR —  in the 
University Center Mall March 12 & 13, 81. 
Registration by mail only beginning on Feb. 23,
; 1981. Registration forms available U C   ̂04 or by 
' phone 243-6661, w“ "  59-9
1981 FEDERAL Summer intern Programs 1) Dept, of 
Transportation. Washington, D.C.; Research 
Assist, GS-5/7. Bus. Admin. & Econ. majors with 
BA in June 81 returning In fall for grad school or 
current grad student. Salary $472-584/bi-weekly; 
2) Dept, of Labor Program Analyst GS-5/7/9, 
senior or grad student, gov't poly sci, pub. adm. 
Econ, quantitative analysis, operations research, 
public policy analysis, bus. admin, majors 
preferred; 3) U.S. Dept, of Agriculture (various 
locations), Food Program Specialists/Aids; G S - 
4/5/7. Deadline: Feb. 20. Contact Co-op Office,
Main Hall 125 for more info._______________ 59-1
ENVIRONM ENTALLY AND politically concerned 
volunteers are sought by the SAC staff for typing 
help. Contact Steve or Bob at SAC  243-5987.
_____________________________________________59-3
C O -O P  ENVIRONM ENTAL Intern Program —  
Washington/Oregon: A myriad of internships 
available to upper-level undergraduates and 
graduate students interested in environmentally- 
related fields. See Co-op board at CSD hallway for 
disciplines needed. Deadline: Feb. 23. Contact 
.Co-op office for more info and application forms,
Main Hall 125._____________________________59-1
C O -O P  P O S IT IO N S  available: Numerous. 
• including: Ecology, AFL-CIO  Weyerhaeuser 
(science & engineering, forestry scheduled 
production, technical), Chemistry, media. 
Spring/Summer placement, salaries vary. Contact 
Co-op Ed office for more info, Main Hall 125.
_____________________________________________59-1
WORK S TU D Y positions available with MUAP. 
Duties: tutoring handicapped pre-schoolers and 
assisting with classroom activities. Salary: 
$4.05/hr. One position available immediately. 
Second position available approx, two weeks 
before spring quarter. Contact Florence (ext. 
5467) or Financial Aids. 58-3
iC O -O P  Environmental Intern Program—  
Washington/Oregon: a myriad of internships 
available to upper-level undergraduates and 
graduate students interested in environmentally- 
related fields. See Co-op board at CSD hallway for 
disciplines needed. DEADLINE: Feb 23. Contact 
Co-op office for more info and application forms. 
Main Hall 125. 58-11
University of California. Santa Cruz
B ACKP ACKING  
SPRING Q UAR TER
15 UNITS_________
Southwest Canyons 
ecolog y * ethnobotany 
ancient cultures 
Rocky Mountains 
e co lo g y  »  botany
___________ wildlife s tu d ie s __________
Fmanctaf Assistance Grants available 
Deadline to apply: February 20. 1981
SPRING FIELD STUDIES
Cardiff House
University of California. Santa C ru z  
* Santa C ru z. C A  95064
M ISSOULA YO U TH  Homes is looking to hire a part- 
time assistant to the Resident Staff at one of its 
long-term group homes for teens. The position 
entails living and working with young people, 
providing: guidance, supervision, discipline, 
counseling, recreation etc. Seek interesting 
people who are interested in kids. Work approx. 2 
days and 1 night per week. Salary base $346/mo. 
Live in. Benefits at discretion of employee. Send 
resume to M.Y.H. Inc., P.O. Box 2988, Msla. 59806.
Call 728-8127 for info._____________________ 56-4
OVERSEAS JO BS — Summer/Year round. Europe, 
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500- 
$1200/monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC  
Box 52-MT-2 Corona Del Mar, Calif. 92625. 51-22
services
NEED A professional RESUME? Call 251-3649. 
Student rate of $12.50 includes writing AND 
typing._______________________________ 59-10
typing ________________________
PROFESSIONAL ED ITING  A TYPING  —  straight 
copy to rewrites. Call Tom, 543-6328. 59-8
C O M P E TEN T TYPING service —  549-2055. 59-3 
MARTY'S TYPING-editing, 549-1478 after 1 p.m.
________  59-8
EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLE. Pica type. 728-
8544,__________________  57-12
IBM TYPING , editing, fast, convenient. 543-7010.
Mildred Henriksen._______________________ 54-13
TYPIN G  754/per page. Pica type. Call 549-9741.
_______ ____________________________________ 53-21
EXPERIENCED TYPING  and editing. 251-2780.
____________________________________________53-21
TYPING , Editing. 728-6393. Sandy, after 5. 51-22 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, Berta Piane, 251-4125
after 5. Campus pick-up, delivery. 44-30
TH ESIS TYPIN G  service. 549-7958._________ 40-34
IBM RUSH typing. Lynn, 549-8074. Professional 
editor and thesis specialist. 38-36
for sale
1968 EL CAM INO 4-speed, $1200 or highest offer. 
Phone 728-0763. 59-4
JEEPS, CARS, TR U CKS: Available through gov t 
agencies. Many sell 'for under $200.00. Call 802- 
941-8014, ext. 858, for your directory on how to
purchase.______________________ __________ 59-4
I HAVE A  TE N  SPEED Berlin bicycle, 27", nearly 
new. all reconditioned, extras; best offer or trade 
for smaller bike. Call 777-5391 or 363-4213. 56-4
wanted to rent
HALF BLOCK to U, 2 bdrm. furnished. Includes hest. 
$225/mo. Call 728-4569. __________________69-2
for rent
ROOMY FURNISHED, efficiency. South Hill, 
busline, $165/mo. includes utilities. Available Feb. 
8. 251-4255 evenings/weekends.___________ 59-1
roommates needed
BY FEB. 18. Large 3-bdrm. house, wood stove, front 
and back yard. Washer/dryer. pets okay. $100/mo.
721-3275. Keep trying after 5 p.m.__________59-3
2-BDRM. ON Clark Fork near Milltown. Easy access 
to UM. Fireplace, dishwasher, carpeting etc. 
Available March 1st. Dave 258-6360 or 243-2873.
56-6
study abroad
BURGUNDY PROGRAM OPEN. Students in- 
terste'd in applying for the U  of M Burgundy 
Study Abroad program may obtain application 
forms from the Dept, of Foreign Languages and 
Literature Office (LA 319-314) or from Professor 
Phil Lutes (LA 316). Any student having 
completed 5 qtrs of French may apply, regardless 
of major. The deadline for completed applications 
is March 6. _______________________  57-5
intensive Spanish
MAKING SUMMER plans? Consider taking 
intensive beginning Spanish (101-102-103). This 
successful program combines a multi-media 
approach with extensive oral drill. Four hours of 
classwork daily. June 22-August 14. For further 
details contact Dr. Flightner, LA 318. 59-3
C A R L  B O D E K ,  M .A ., M .E d .
professional counselor 
is taking appointments for 
individual, family and couples counseling. 
Specializing in unique problems of adolescence. 
Life Development Center 
1007 Mount Avenue, Missoula, Montana 
No Charge for initial consultation.
Sliding fee scale.
For Information or Appointment Call 721-1774
WINE N ITE— 7-9 P.M.
Listen to Jonathan 
on the guitar 9-12
504 a 
glass
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Montana Repertory Theatre Presentation
ARMS
8. THE
MAN
A merry love story set In a faraway land.
Pull of high spirits anti delightful characters.
by Bernard Shaw
8 .
THE LION 
IN WINTER
A  story filled with poignant wit about 
a knock-down-drag-out family fight 
over the throne of England
by James Goldman
Supported In part b y  grants from the Montana Arts Council, an 
agency of state government; western States Arts Foundation:
National Endow m ent for the Arts: and university of Montana.
M O N T A N A  R E P E R T O R Y  T H E A T R E  
IN MISSOULA
A R M S A N D  TH E M A N —F e b . 18 a n d  2 0  
T H E  LION IN W IN T E R —F e b . 19 a n d  21
UNIVERSITY THEATRE -  
8:00 PMFor reservations or information call: 243-4581
TONIGHT! ARMS AND THE MAN
AYEAR O U T OF COLLEGE, 
ANDA STRAUSS IS MAKING AVIATION  
HISTORY IN THE ARMY.
“I’m being assigned to a 
Chinook helicopter unit in Germany 
as a test pilot and maintenance officer,' 
and I’m proud that 111 be the first 
woman to have that assignment over 
there. It’s a real thrill for me.
“So was learning how to fly 
a helicopter. It takes a lot more skill 
than an airplane. If you think college 
is demanding, flight school is even 
tougher. It’s not only academically 
demanding, it’s  really mentally 
demanding as well as physically.
“In Germany, I’ll have a chance 
to use some of the leadership and 
management techniques I learned in 
ROTC. It’s going to be a real challenge 
having command responsibilities.
“I got into ROTC really just 
to see what it was all about. lo r me, it 
all couldn’t have worked out better.” 
Army RCTC got Anda Strauss 
off to a good start. Maybe it can do 
the same for you. To find out, stop by 
your Army ROTC office on campus.
And begin your future as an 
officer.
2nd Lt. Anda Strauss wasapoliticalscience major 
at Wake Forest and a member of Army ROTC. ARMY ROTC. 
BEALLYOUCANBE.
At the U N IV E R S IT Y  O F  M O N T A N A  
See Major Matt Matlosz 
Room 103A, M en’s G ym
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Enrollment. . .
Corn, from p. 1
find money for elsewhere!” Board 
of Regents member Jeff Morrison, 
Helena, told the subcommittee the 
modified requests were not 
necessary.
"Not to be contradictory,” 
Morrison said, "but anything 
further that you do will be ap­
preciated —  but what you've done'
Candidates
Cont. from p. 1
Anderson said he was "probably 
wrong” by refusing to comment, 
and that the board members’ 
silence on the issue was "a game 
everyone was trying to play with 
the Kalmin.”
Matosich, who did not sign the 
letter, said one must use "discre­
tion” in deciding whether to 
publicly comment on an issue that 
may concern personality conflicts 
rather than how a person handles 
his Job.
"The people have a right to 
know, but how far does it go?,” he 
said.
Tax c u t . . . ___
is certainly adequate in my opi­
nion."
Following Morrison's statement, 
the subcommittee voted not to 
approve any of the modified re­
quests for maintenance.
The subcommittee also cut UM's 
request for an additional $75,000 
for research for the Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research 
and the W ood C h e m is try
Anderson added: "You have to 
be flexible in discerning whether 
people have the right to know.”
Anderson and Matosich also 
advocate:
• increased funding for larger 
groups like ASUM  Legal Services, 
the UM Advocates, the Montana 
Kalmin, Leisure Services and the 
ASUM administration, as they 
serve a majority of students, and 
less money for groups represen­
ting "minimum amounts” of the 
student body.
• salary increases for the ASUM 
president and vice president to 
$450 and $300 per month, respec-
Laboratory.
Bowers said he is "not happy" 
with the deletion of additional 
m on ey for research and 
maintenance, but added that he is 
“much more concerned right now 
with what might happen to the 
total budget.” (See related story, 
page 1.)
The next work session is 
scheduled for 7 a.m. Friday.
tively. Current salaries are $260 
and $175.
• elimination of the Student 
Action Center’s newspaper, The 
S A C . A n d e rs o n  said the 
newspaper is "six or seven people 
over In SAC using it as a personal 
outlet for their frustrations,” and 
that the Kaimin's coverage could 
expand to encompass what The 
SAC covers.
• Weekly meetings with the UM 
administration to ease “strained 
relationships" arising over who 
controls expenditure of student 
fees.
Tomorrow: Wayne Klmmet and 
Sue Grebeldinger.
Cont. from p. 1
up a situation with each of the units 
fighting another and you'll see 
more misery than you've ever 
seen."
Donaldson replied that “If the 
formula cant stand that kind of 
scrutiny we're In real trouble."
Donaldson said he is worried 
about defending the large budget 
on the floor, in light of criticisms he 
has heard from other legislators 
about the increase in the budget. 
He reminded the subcommittee 
members several times throughout 
the meetings that "we have 150 
colleagues upstairs who are going 
to view this budget very critically in 
light of how large it Is."
He said he favors phasing in over 
two years the $26 million increase 
in the support services area and 
giving full support to more critical 
areas such as faculty salaries and 
maintenance.
The university system budget, as 
recommended by the Legislature’s 
fiscal analyst, represents a $50 
million increase over the 1979-81 
budget.
Deadline extended
The deadline for applications for 
the job of 1981-82 Kalmin editor 
has been moved to 5 p.m. today 
because only two persons have 
applied for the job. According to 
Mariann Sutton, chairwoman of 
ASUM Publications Board, the 
deadline was moved to give more 
people a chance to apply. She said 
the board will review the 
applications tomorrow, interview 
the applicants Monday, and Tues­
day, and select the new editor by 
next Wednesday.
Steve Grayson and Stephanie 
Hanson, both seniors in jour­
nalism, are the two applicants.
SHARP —  SIAS  
M ISSOULA TH E A TR E S
WILMA I
“Fort Apache, The Bronx" 
Nightly 8:00 Only 
Sel-Sun. Mats. 2:00 Only
WILMA II
Ends Thursday!
"THE MAN WHO FELL 
TO  EARTH"
7:00 P.M. & 9:30 P.M.
ROXY
Nightly at 7:00 A 9:00 
From 1.-00 P.M. Sat. & Sun. 
"THE DEVIL A MAX DEVLIN"
"We had no idea how much 
money the formula would 
generate," Lund said. And, he 
added, the universities and 
colleges are so far behind In areas 
such as maintenance that they 
could not accomplish all the pro­
jects they are asking for in the next 
two years.
“There are some cuts that can be 
made and not destroy the integrity 
of the formula,” he said.
Bowers said that he would rather 
have the subcommittee cut the 
bottom-line appropriation rather 
than specific areas so that the 
schools can decide where the 
money should best be spent.
DON’T GET 
. . .  CAUGHT
Winter Quarter 
Textbooks Will 
Be Pulled
FEB. 23rd
BE SURE TO GET 
YOUR BOOKS NOW
Bookstore
T U X E D O  T -S H IR T S
to dress up your favorite blue jeans!
• Black with a red boutonniere
• Available in S, M, L & XL —  $9.95
We also carry blue "blazer" and tan “bush jacket"
T-shirts —  choose one to fit your mood - $8.95
C O L O R  SHIRTS U N L IM ITE D
700 SW  Higgins 728-1700
(Located in Mac's General Store)
HOURS Mon.-Fri. 9:00-9:00. Sal. 9.00-8:00. Sun. noon-500
EMMMMBIWBUnMMIMMnMgflBtllWMWIMWm
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CHECK CASHING 
POLICY
The following guidelines for check cashing have 
been established and will be effective immediately.
No two party checks except state and 
federal paychecks and checks from 
parents with approval.
People issuing two NSF checks to the bookstore 
will lose their check cashing privilege at the store 
permanently.
We regret the need to establish more stringent guidelines but 
we are receiving more bad checks than ever before.
V : Bookstore
S TEIN  CLUB 
N IG H T
F IR S T  B EER  FR EE 
V2 P R IC E P IZZA
$1.00 O F F  A L L  D IN N ER S
MEMBERSHIP $3.00 
(OVER 15,000 MEMBERS)
J ^ e i b e l f i a u s
L A D IE S ’ N IG H T  
F IR S T  D R IN K
FREE
HIGHBALL OR BEER 
NO COVER
HEART BEATS
HAPPY HOUR
6— 9
$1.50 Pilchers 50C Highballs 
35C Schooners
TRADING POST
SALOON
Wear
a
Tux
tonight!
Step out 
in class . . .
